Haltwhistle Medical Group Patent Survey 		March 2014
Haltwhistle Medical Group
Have your say – patient survey

As a GP Practice serving the local community we always strive to provide a safe, efficient and effective healthcare to our patients.

We would appreciate if you could complete this short survey so we can evaluate the service we provide to you.

Is your GP surgery currently open at times that are convenient for you ?
Yes   							96%
No 							3%
Don’t Know						1%

Have you ever made appointments in our early morning and late 
evening clinics?
Yes							51%
No 							47%
Didn’t know about the early and late clinics		2%

How helpful do you find the receptionists at the GP Surgery
Very helpful						78%
Helpful							21%
Not very helpful						1%
Not at all helpful						0
Don’t know						0

Generally, how easy is it to get through to someone at your GP surgery on the phone.?
Very easy							56%
Fairly easy						39%
Not very easy						3 %
Not at all easy						1 %
Don’t know haven’t tried				1 %

How easy is it to speak to a GP or nurse on the phone?
Very easy							33%
Fairly easy						32%
Not very easy						6%
Not at all easy						1 %
	Don’t know haven’t tried				28%




How do you normally book your appointments ?
In person							21%
By phone							71%
On-line							8%

Which method would you prefer for making an appointments?
In person							24%
By phone							64%
	On-line							12%

Can you see a GP on the same day if your problem is urgent?
Yes							68%
No								7%
Don’t know haven’t tried				25%

Thinking about the last time you booked a routine GP appointment, how long did you have to wait for your routine appointment ? (routine would be a non-urgent problem)
Same day or next day					37%
2-4 days							43%
5 days or more						14%
Don’t know 						6%

Is there a particular GP you usually see ?
Yes 							45%
No								55%

How often do you manage to see or speak to the GP you prefer.
Always							36%
Sometimes						42%
Never							3%
	Not applicable as I don't mind who I see		19%

Do you look at our Practice Website for information about the Practice and Health information?
Yes use website						23%
No never use the website				56%
Don’t use the internet					17%

How do you order your repeat prescriptions?
Prescription line						49%
At the desk using the re-order form			33%
On-line							8%
	Don’t have repeat medication				10%




Do you use the repeat dispensing system for your repeat 
prescriptions?
Yes						50%
	No							29%
	Don’t have repeat medication			21%

Waiting room
Have you any suggestions about the waiting room area ?
No suggestions I am happy with the waiting room area
Yes (please detail your suggestion)
See suggestions noted below




Are you aware you can check in for your appointment using the 
automated patient self check in at the front door?
Yes aware and use the system						35%
Yes aware but don’t use the system as prefer to check in at the desk											60%
No didn’t know								5%

What is the single thing you LIKE MOST about the Practice
See list below




What is the single thing you LIKE LEAST about the Practice ?
See list below




If you could change JUST ONE THING about the Practice, what would it be ?
See list below




In general, how satisfied are you with the care you receive from the Practice 
Very satisfied					78%
Fairly satisfied					20%
Neither satisfied or dissatisfied			2%
Fairly dissatisfied				0%
Very dissatisfied					0%
	
Thank you for taking the time to complete this survey.  Please place completed questionnaire in the box at reception 

Have you any suggestions about the waiting room area ?


	Not very confidential when speaking to receptionist, others can hear.

No privacy at reception, patients waiting can hear
More Elvis and Elton please
Get rid of depressing health advice on screen
After a patient has been called to the room why does the screen keep buzzing for them
Young persons magazines
TV showing real TV programmes


What is the single thing you LIKE MOST about the Practice

	Its near enough to walk from home

Clean
Always pleasant and helpful
Most people are friendly
Friendly
Plain speaking
Friendly
Dr Baker is a very good doctor
Everyone very friendly and helpful
It has a very friendly and clean appearance
Very pleasant
Friendly staff
Best Practice in the Country
Cleanliness
Very handy
Waiting area is nice and airy
The doctor gives me support I need
Helpful
Friendly
The complete staff
Friendly
Very friendly
Friendly
Helpful staff
Very efficient and professional
Being able to see a professional when needed
Friendly and polite
Helpful staff
It works
Friendly Staff
Friendliness
Helpful
Friendliness
Receptionists are always helpful
The information screen
Helpful
Friendly staff
Friendly
Most problems I have are always dealt with quickly and efficiently
Clean
Friendliness
The welcome
Friendly
Friendly, helpful and approachable
Always helpful
Friendly
Friendly and helpful
Easy to get an appointment
General layout and parking
Very helpful
Friendly and obliging
Good services
New building is lovely
Efficient
Helpful and friendly
Friendly staff including doctors
Cheerful desk
Some good doctors
Professional and efficient staff
Very efficient 
Fantastic New Building


What is the single thing you LIKE LEAST about the Practice ?

	Not always able to get in when I want

Some inevitable waiting times
Waiting to see doctor
Only work hours appointments
Parking
Having to wait 3-4 weeks for an ear syringe
Pharmacy not on site
Appointments running late
If you get an unhelpful receptionist
Having to go to doctors – don’t like being ill
Calling back for prescriptions
Chairs Iam not tall so they are uncomfortable
Not easy to arrange appointments with Dr Thomson
Sometimes waiting
Waiting to be seen 

If you could change JUST ONE THING about the Practice, what would it be

	Don’t think you should have long to wait in the waiting room.

More Parking
Saturday morning service
No privacy at reception desk, patient waiting can hear
Would rather not have to come
Up to date newspaper for patients
	Open at weekends
	That I was healthy

Work hours appointments
Possible a bit of Hayley Westerna
Saturday morning opening
Punctuality
Ok as it is
Unhelpful receptionist
Couples seeing a doctor together in one appointment instead of seeing same doctor on the same day at different time
Need more doctors
More parking facilities
Don’t change a winning team
Car park could be better
Don’t Change – good as it is
Would have been god to be incorporated in new hospital building


